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The geology student at UNIS were given an opportunity to pick the 
brains of the professional when Lundin Norway sent a team of their 
top employees to give an introduction course on the geological and 
geophysical program “Petrel “.

Back in autumn last year in response to collaborative R&D work car-
ried out between Lundin and UNIS, Lundin sponsored an advanced 
computer facility that was constructed at UNIS’s Arctic Geology De-
partment. Lundin at present sponsor four UNIS projects within the 
topics of sedimentology and organic geochemistry and is one of the 
main sponsors of the UNIS CO2 Lab. ; The new computer facility was 
a necessary infrastructure to support these projects. This invest-
ment included on screen visualization facilities and geological and 
geophysical software “Petrel”.

Professional for a day
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After the customary UNIS welcome, and a scooter excursion to look at Mesozoic Geology (LYB Adventdalen_ Helvetiadalen –De Geerdalen – Elveneset 

. Wimandalen - Haneskogdalen – LYB) that took place over the weekend,  the course kicked off monday morning. Subjects covered were; 1) A presen-
tation of UNIS from the  new managing director Ole Arve Misund, 2) an introduction to Lundin by  Maria Hamilton (head of Lundin’s corporate 
communications), 3) new large oil discoveries in the North Sea by Hans Oddvar Augedal (chief geologist ), 4) a presentation of the  Barents Sea 
and Svalbard by Harald Brunstad (senior geologist) and 5) in-house team presentations by Rico Noormets and Snorre Olaussen on “Source rocks 
and pockmarks” and Anne Hormes “Glacial modelling and uplift”, both new R&D projects in collaboration with ConocoPhillips.

The seminar was followed by hands on work with students filtering into the computer lab to learn from the experts, “LUNDIN’s introduction to 
Petrel”. Tore Kjølseth ( senior geologist ) introduced the students and enthusiastic staff members to the work flow of the professional operating 
this program. Afterwards students credited Tore in not only showing them the basic steps to operate the program but also for making them 
aware of the possibilities and opportunities that can be achieved through a higher level of understanding.  The workshop lasted the rest of the 
day and continued into the following day. During this time the students worked alongside the professionals with task based assignment. For 
those with a prior experience of Petrel they were given the opportunity to realise their own research with pointers on how to progress, this was 
reported afterwards to have solved more than a few questions that had gone wanting.

Students praised the personal approach awarded them by the team from Lundin and the interest Lundin had taken in their work both in and 
outside of the classroom. Students felt this personal hand on approach had resulted in a high level of learning and a professional insight that 
could not be gained solely through their experience as a student of geology.

Here at the CO2 Lab. we would like to praise all our energy company partners - Store Norske, Statoil, ConocoPhillips, Statkraft and Lundin not 
only for their continual support with the UNIS CO2 Lab, but also for the time, energy and resources given to academia. This cross - border co-

operation between academia and industry is an example to be followed by others to encourage knowledge building and innovation.  
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